NEWSLETTER
APRIL / MAY 2018

INTRODUCTION

The latest TUG racing newsletter for April and May is out now!
This edition a lot of new stuff is waiting for you, the main topic is the TANKIA
2018’s presentation to the public!
On the next few pages we will give you information on some technical details
about
the
car,
the
roll
out
and
many
more
things.
th
Further the 39 Vienna Motorensymposium in the Vienna Hofburg as well as
the ACstyria Lightweight design day at the Red Bull course in Spielberg took
place, were we of course represented our team. Not to forget at the spring
trade fair in Graz we convinced many visitors from the great design and
manufacturing done on our racing car.
A last month’s highlight was the last season 2017 competition in Michigan
where the TANKIA 2017 definitely earned himself his retirement.
Last but not least we would like to give you some insights on the upcoming
months and we can guarantee, lots of interesting things are coming along,
not only for us, but also for you as racing team fans and newsletter readers.
Until then – Keep on racing
Your TU Graz racing team
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ROLL OUT 2018
PRESENTING THE TANKIA 2018
On the 26th of April 2018, our big day has finally
come: the Roll Out. The event our whole team is
working for year after year once again. The day,
the waiting finally has come to an end and the
TANKIA was presented to a public audience for
the first time.
The whole team was sitting on needles and
worked incredibly hard those last few days before
the roll out took place. Every module and team
member had clear tasks and knew what they had
to do, to invest all of their time and energy to get
the car and the event prepared as good as
possible. Until the last second there were some
tasks left to do to get the car ready and the clock
was still ticking. It was also a very exciting and
exhausting time for the organisation module, due
to the fact that every detail of the roll out had to be
planned, organised and cleared out. No small job
for the team’s event organiser but the 26 th of April
came closer and we were all excited for it…

Images: Psenner Images,
www.psenner-images.at

… and then the roll out was there. The day started early cause there was lots of stuff that
had to be collected for the event: tables, dishes, glasses, flowers and most importantly the
food and drinks. All of that and a lot more had to be picked up and brought to the old
technical Campus in the Rechbauerstraße where many helping hands put up refrigerators,
prepared finger food and decorated the university building. After lots of strokes of work
everything got into shape for a perfect evening. The final rehearsal was done just right
before we opened the gates at 19:00 for the waiting audience. Of course we welcomed our
visitors with a champagne reception and beer, wine and juices were also prepared for our
roll out guests.
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ROLL OUT 2018

At 8 o’clock p.m. the event’s official part, moderated by
Antenne Steiermark anchor Thomas Axmann started. A
general introduction into the formula student and the TU
Graz racing team were the first topics to come up. Some
funny and informative video sequences from time to time,
to create tension and to get everybody into the right mood
for the evening’s highlight – the TANKIA’s revelation.
Finally the moment had come and every module was
introduced and the stage filled up while the module
managers took their place next to the still covered race
car.

Images: Psenner Images, www.psenner-images.at
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ROLL OUT 2018
PRESENTING THE TANKIA 2018
The excitement rises and the countdown started: 10, 9, 8,…, 2, 1 and then it happened: the
red blanket was pulled off from the car in a very delicate way and the new TANKIA was
unveiled. Huge applause filled up the room and everybody could feel/see that all the hard
work had and countless hours had paid off. A happy team with proud facial expressions
shining down from the stage!

Images: Psenner Images, www.psenner-images.at
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ROLL OUT 2018
After the official presentation we opened the buffet with
sandwiches and a racing team cake while the team members
were prepared to answer lots of questions about the car. Many
curious glances were taken on the newly created car and a few
interested engineers debated about technical details. The event
slowly but surely came to an end but who still hasn’t had
enough could continue the party with the team members at the
after show party at the Monkey at 11 o’clock p.m.
For us the Roll Out was a huge success and we are already
looking forward to next year!
We want to thank our Roll Out 2018 supporter!

Watch our video „Making of Tankia 2018“ and the livestream of
the presentation online on our Youtube Channel tugracing.

Behind the scenes - Making of Tankia 2018
Video by Realtime Films & Agency Morré
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TANKIA 2018
Finally the day everybody has been waiting for has come, the roll out is over and the
TANKIA 2018, listening to the name “Giulia” is prepared for his….her… season. After
months of hard work we can proudly report, that there are a few innovations and
improvements this year. We don’t even know where we should start telling you about the
TANKIA 2018 that is definitely on a whole new level.
Starting off with the electricians, they implemented a self-developed BLDC for the clutch and
the rear-wheel steering, a new live telemetry via GMS and self-developed tire pressure
sensors.
The Chassis module’s members managed to save incredible 10% of the weight just at the
monocoque and for that not to be enough they even designed a whole new rear concept.
The suspension module was pretty active at work as well and can show off with a newly
designed rear-wheel steering, weight optimised, sintered wheel carriers and further a
refurbished damper dimensioning leading to an improved driveability they can be very proud
of.
An impressive performance once again was done by the powertrain module, who managed
to get 70 horsepower out of an 510 ccm, that is an improvement of 7 horsepower compared
to last year although the engine is the same…… incredible isn’t it? Not to forget the rearwheel brake, that hasn’t been used by the TUG racing team the way done this year ever in
the past. On the TANKIA design the aerodynamics module’s members were working on, not
only changing and improving the front wing and the under body, but also developing a
completely new rear wing. On top of that comes a very compact cooling-package directly
leading to a 12% down force rise with the same wind resistance.
According to this huge amount of innovations and improvements, there rest lots of hope and
expectations on the TANKIA 2018’s “shoulders”.
Now the time has come to really show, what our Giulia is capable of and we are waiting for
the testing season like some kids are
waiting for Santa, to get the best
performance out of her we can get. After
this we are definitely motivated and
looking forward to this season’s
competitions, where we are prepared to
continue the last year’s success and
even to improve our performances.
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MOTOR SYMPOSIUM VIENNA

Very happy once again about the ÖVK’s invitation to participate at the Vienna motor
symposium three of our team members made themselves on the journey to the Vienna
Hofburg. Due to a new regulation only one Austrian formula student team is allowed to
present their race car at the event switching between the different teams every year. We
were the first ones to get this possibility and so we presented our TANKIA and a few other
exhibits like our KTM engine, the unique intake manifold and the clutch. We even brought a
few trophies we won and some visitors were impressed that we travelled even to Japan with
our cars to win a competition. Alternating we had the chance to listen to very exciting
presentations and got an insight on the upcoming developments in the next few years. On
thursday evening Dr. Michael Häupl gave us the honour invited to an Heurigen evening. Of
course we followed that invitation together with our colleagues from the Joanneum racing
team and the Oscar racing team and enjoyed the evening referring to the words “bring us
the wine spritzer”.
The TU Graz racing team wanted to thank the responsible once again for getting the
opportunity year after year again to participate the symposium. It’s next to driving the
TANKIA the journey to America/Japan another reward for dedicated team members.
Christoph Lampl
Head of Powertrain 2016
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FSAE MICHIGAN 2018
The TANKIA 2017 – our Victoria – managed to step down at the last 2017 season’s
competition in a fulminant way and caught another place at the podium.
This year again like 116 other registered teams we started our trip to Michigan, for the TU
Graz racing team it already was for the 11th time.
The competition takes place at the international speedway in Brooklyn, Michigan where the
teams compete over duration of four days in many different disciplines. But the preparations
for the event started already a long time ago, optimizations were done over months and a
part of the team members started their journey already at the 24.04.2018 to have enough
time left for testing and to prepare the car as good as possible for the competition. As last
year we were allowed to use a workshop at the Oakland University’s area – it was a
pleasure for us to be hosted by Grizzlies racing.

INSIGHT INTO THE COMPETITION

– ON THE TRACK WITH THE TU GRAZ RACING TEAM
Day 1:
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Team registration in the morning
Opening ceremony
Build up the pit (number 123)

Day 2: At the second day we had a filled timetable packed with the scrutineering and all the
static disciplines. At 8 o’clock in the morning we started off with the engineering design,
afterwards our race car was needed for the cost event.
After fulfilling those two statics the car was prepared for
the scrutineering where an observation was carried out.
We managed to stay in our schedule and we were
successful at the technical approval for the noise, tilt
and the brake.
The third and last static challenge was the business
presentation. A very important point in the daily timetable was the team meeting. Due to
changing weather conditions the strategic order planning for the dynamic disciplines was
very difficult.
Day 3: This day was reserved for the dynamic disciplines acceleration, SkidPad and
autocross.
The hard work we had put into our car definitely paid off cause we made it into the design
final and got the chance to present our TANKIA 2017’s concept once again.
The award ceremony’s first part got us already two special awards:
1st place „MacLean-Fogg Fastening Challenge Award“
2nd place „Cummins Inc. Applied Technology Award“
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FSAE MICHIGAN 2018
The dynamic discipline’s conclusion was the endurance test. To be prepared for the 22km
drive we spent a lot of time with the TANKIA 2017 in the practice area. Similar to the last
year we started in the afternoon due to a very good placing at the autocross on the day
before, we started again together with the racing team from Stuttgart. From the stand the
exciting race could be watched – Excitement, Happiness and relief came up after our race
car finished the endurance discipline and that there were no problems at the refuel and the
rescrutineering.
A highlight and a huge honour at the same time was the design review with the racing team
Stuttgart and the TUfast Munich. The top three in the design final were placed in front of the
main stage and presented to the other teams participating at the competition.
The award ceremony began at 8 o’clock in the evening and finally informed us about the
points we received and our placement:

Acceleration: 49th place
Skid Pad: 2nd place
Autocross: 2nd place
Endurance: 2nd place
Efficiency: 2nd place
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2nd place
Overall

Engineering Design: 3rd place
Business Presentation: 8th place
Cost Presentation: 77th place

SPRING TRADE FAIR - GRAZ
One of many trade fairs we were part of this year again
was the spring trade fair Graz. Between the 27 th of April
and the 1st of May 2018 we presented two of our race
cars – the TANKIA 2010 and the TANKIA 2015. Our booth
was located in the city hall on the 1st floor hall A, where
sport was the key aspect. On a huge area visitors could
try many different types of sports and because of that our
motorsport booth invited to participate as well.
Uncountable amounts of children eyes were staring on
our car and had no other wish than to feel like a real
racing driver for one time. The technical datasheet with
lots of different indicators to the TANKIA was read over
and over again. Many curious questions were answered
and a lot of people got to know about our TANKIA,
although most people didn’t need an explanation what it is
about. We realized that our TANKIA is very popular and
famous among the young and the older.
The fair opened at 10 o’clock in the morning every day
and ended a 6 o’clock in the evening. That means that
there was enough time to present our car and to bring an
impression of excitement into the visitors faces. After five
very successful days at the exhibition filled with nice
conversations and supportive comments from motorsport
fans we packed up our cars again and brought them back
home safely.
See you next time at the spring trade fair!
Keep on Racing
Lisa
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FAQ - FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
We receive many questions via different social media platforms, via mail or directly
at events we participate. Some of them come up again and again so we are going
to answer them for you right here:

WHY AM I PART OF THE TEAM? WHAT INSPIRES ME ABOUT IT?
The TU Graz racing team was the main reason why I even started to study at the TU Graz.
Those very successful results compared to the other universities in Austria were for me the
best indicators for the very high educational level at the TU Graz. Due to that it was only a
matter of time for me till I joined the TU Graz racing team in my 3 rd semester (Bachelor
mechanical engineering). For me the most exciting aspect is the combination of very
sophisticated technical knowledge and the racing feeling. Students being capable of
designing and building a race car state of the art used in a race car at the formula 1 is for
me still unbelievable.
WHAT IS THE TEAM

ABOUT/WHAT IS THE TEAM DOING?

The TU Graz racing team designs, constructs and manufactures a formula student race car
participating in about five competitions every season where we race against other university
teams. At those competitions not only the car’s performance is important but also the team
member’s. Next to the technical knowledge tested during the so called “engineering design”
every team also has to do a business presentation at the competition. The most exciting
parts for our technicians are of course the dynamic disciplines, where the car actually is
moving.
WHAT IS MY PART IN THE TEAM?
For one year I am now the TU Graz racing team leader. Some of my tasks are the season’s
budgeting process, organisational works as well as
keeping close contact with all the module leaders
so we can fulfil the goals we have set for ourselves.
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FAQ
WHAT

DO

I

STUDY

AND

WHAT

DOES

THAT

CONTRIBUTE FOR THE TEAM?

During my engineering economics- mechanical
engineering studying at university I get the basic
tools for a start in our team. It is the perfect
opportunity to use the theoretical knowledge and put it into action.
What WAS YOUR COOLEST EXPERIENCE IN THE TEAM?
One of the best feelings is, if after a very long and time intensive construction- and
manufacturing phase you see the car driving on the race track for the first time – that’s the
moment
you
realize,
all
the
hard
work
was
worth
it.
But my personal highlight was last year’s victory at the circuit de Barcelona in Spain.
What skills/attitude someone needs, to become part of the team?

The most important requirement is technical interest or interest into motor sport. The
beautiful thing about our team is that there are no admission criteria for being part.
Everybody who is interested can learn everything necessary to build such a car.
WHAT ARE THE SUBJECTS THE TEAM MEMBERS ARE STUDYING?
We take everybody! Our team members study everything from economic engineering over
chemistry up to telematics. Due to the fact that we are operating like a company, we need
know-how in lots of different areas.

Christoph Wellershaus
Teamleiader 2018
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SPONSORS 2018
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COMING SOON
16. Juni 2018 TU Graz StreeTech - the next generation, Main Sqare Graz
20. Juni 2018 „Spritzerstand“ TU Graz Racing Team
26. Juni 2018 „Semester Closing“ by TU Graz Racing Team
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